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INTRODUCTION 

Vast pool of information related to the user queries is stored in different web pages and is 

growing day by day. But all information is not relevant to user. So, this problem can be solved 

by displaying the more relevant pages by the search engines. In the early days of internet, the 

results for any user query by the search engines are displayed on the basis of keyword search 

mechanism. But this approach is not sufficient in returning useful information in all cases. 

Sometimes the problem of topic drifting is faced by the users. Therefore a rank score or rank 

value is associated with the listed web pages by any search engine in response to a user query. 

The web pages having higher page ranks are listed in the top and thus help the user in collecting 

required and important information in the least possible time. This method of ranking web pages 

is started by the Google search engine and also adopted by several other search engines like 

Bing, Yahoo etc. Over the time this Google Page Rank algorithm is also modified and becomes 

the base for different Page Ranking algorithms.  The page rank plays important role in the 

process of Web Mining. Web Mining may be defined as the process of mining useful or 

important information related to a user query. Web Mining is a Data Mining technique used in 

discovering various patterns from the web. 
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Fig 1. Flowchart of web mining 

 

Web Mining Process: Web Mining can be decomposed into the following subtasks:-      

 

 

Fig. 2 steps in web mining 
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a)  Resource Finding: the function of retrieving relevant web documents.  

b) Information Selection and Pre-processing: the automatic selection and pre-processing of 

specific information from retrieved web resources. 

c)  Generalization: It automatically discovers general patterns at individual web sites as well as 

across multiple sites. Data Mining techniques and machine Learning are used in generalization.  

d)  Analysis: the validation and interpretation of the mined patterns. It plays an important role in 

pattern mining. 

1.1 WHAT IS WEB SEARCH? 

 Access to “heterogeneous”, distributed information 

 Heterogeneous in creation 

 Heterogeneous in motives 

 Heterogeneous in accuracy … 

 Multi-billion dollar business 

 Source of new opportunities in marketing 

 Strains the boundaries of trademark and intellectual property laws 

 A source of unending technical challenge 

1.2 WEB SEARCH RANKING 

A web search engine is a software system that is designed to search for information on the World 

Wide Web. The search results are generally presented in a line of results often referred to as 

search engine results pages (SERPs). The information may be a mix of web pages, images, and 

other types of files. Some search engines also mine data available in databases or open 

directories. 

Search engine ranking refers to the position at which a particular site appears in the results of a 

search engine query. Each page of the search results typically lists 10 websites, although they are 

sometimes augmented with local listings, videos and images. A site is said to have a high ranking 

when it appears at or near the top of the list of results. Ranking higher in the search results 
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actually corresponds to a lower number (#1), while ranking lower corresponds to a higher 

number (#10). Many site owners engage in SEO campaigns in order to improve their search 

engine ranking and move their website closer to the top of the results because websites that are 

ranked higher typically get a larger percentage of click-throughs and attract more visitors than 

lower ranked websites. 

Search engine ranking is influenced by a multitude of factors including age of site, the quality of 

a site’s link portfolio, relevancy of the page, social signals and level of competition, among 

others. Google admits to using 200 factors when determining a site’s search engine ranking, 

many of which cannot be controlled by the website owner. Among other things, a white hat SEO 

campaign is designed to positively impact these factors and improve a website’s overall search 

engine ranking. 

The search engines are also focused on creating a more personalized search experience for users 

and take an individual’s search history into account. While a website might rank #3 for certain 

search phrase for one visitor, it might have only ranked #8 for another. Search engine rankings 

are not guaranteed from one search to another, even when the search phrase is the same. 

Search engines rank individual pages of a website, not the entire site. This means that the 

homepage might rank #1 for certain keywords, while a deep internal page might be listed on the 

third page. 

 

1.3 CHALLENGES IN WEB SEARCH RANKING 

There are various challenges in the web search ranking  

(1) Some of the ranking techniques produce result during indexing not during query 

processing.  

(2) Sometimes Ranking is done on the basis of popularity of web pages. If there is a new 

page and it contains appropriate data for the given query wll get the less rank because of 

less popularity and hence will be indexed at last 

(3) If Ranking is done by comparing the web pages than we would require a large number of 

web pages. 
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(4) Sometimes a page is given high rank if it has maximum number of inlinks and outlinks 

but that web page has no relevant data stored in it. 

 

1.4 RELATED WORK 

Here is the literature survey of various proposed algorithms for efficient page ranking  

1.  Identifying Relevant Websites From User Activity 

Mikhail Bilenko Ryen W. White [01]  proposes identifying relevant information sources from 

the history of combined searching and browsing behaviour of many Web users. While it has been 

previously shown that user interactions with search engines can be employed to improve 

document ranking, browsing behaviour that occurs beyond search result pages has been largely 

overlooked in prior work. The paper demonstrates that users’ post-search browsing activity 

strongly reflects implicit endorsement of visited pages, which allows estimating topical relevance 

of Web resources by mining large-scale datasets of search, trails. They present heuristic and 

probabilistic algorithms that rely on such datasets for suggesting authoritative websites for search 

queries. Experimental evaluation shows that exploiting complete post-search browsing trails 

outperforms alternatives in isolation (e.g., clickthrough logs), and yields accuracy improvements 

when employed as a feature in learning to rank for Web search. 

 

2. Improving Web Search Ranking Through User Behaviour Information 

 Dheerendra Singh proposed new methods for ordering the Web pages returned from search 

engines in [02]. Given a few search keywords, nowadays most search engines could retrieve 

more than a few thousand Web pages. The problem is how to order the retrieved Web pages and 

then to present the most relevant Web pages first. He proposes new factors to allow relevant 

Web pages to be ranked higher. The factors include keyword popularity, keyword to Web page 

popularity, and Web page popularity. The keyword to Web page popularity records which Web 

pages have been selected corresponding to the search keywords. The Web page popularity 

determines how often the Web pages have been selected and also how many popular keywords 

are contained in the pages. Using these popularity factors,  system is able to rank more popular 
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pages higher, which will help most search engine users find the more popular and plausibly the 

more relevant pages. 

 

3. A Novel approach to personalize the web search 

Now a day, internet plays an important role in every individual’s life. Information on the web is 

increasing at enormous speed. With growing amount of information user find it difficult to 

obtain the most relevant information that is hidden in unwanted information returned by the 

search engine. Every user has specific goal and different background while searching on the web. 

Current search engine produced best results to the given query, but unaware with individual’s 

interests. Many approaches have collaborative filtering, and concept based profiling, etc. Chetan 

R. Rathod and A.J. Agrawal proposed approach which uses user’s personal information like their 

background, interest, past experience etc. in [03] Proposed framework re-ranked the results 

obtained from existing search engine. Finally, these results are improved using user’s 

personalized information. 

 

4. User Specific Search Using Grouping And Organization 

The research overview described focuses on the design of search history displays to support 

information seeking (IS). Users are increasingly pursuing complex task oriented goals on the 

Web, such as making travel arrangements, managing finances or planning purchases. Searchers 

create and use external records of their actions and the corresponding results by writing/typing 

notes, using copy and paste functions, and making printouts. To better support users in their 

long-term information quests on the Web, search engines keep track of their queries and clicks 

while searching online. Ch. Mahesh and G. Jameson proposed paper to study the problem of 

organizing a user’s historical queries into groups in a dynamic and automated fashion in [04]. 

Automatically identifying query groups is helpful for a number of different search engine 

components and applications, such as query suggestions, result ranking, query alterations, 

sessionization, and collaborative search. They experimentally study the performance of different 

techniques, and showcase their potential, especially when combined together. 
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5. Smoothing Clickthrough Data for Web Search Ranking 

Incorporating features extracted from clickthrough data (called clickthrough features) has been 

demonstrated to significantly improve the performance of ranking models for Web search 

applications.  Such benefits, however, are severely limited by the data sparseness  problem, i.e., 

many queries and documents have no or very few clicks. The ranker thus cannot rely strongly on 

clickthrough features for document ranking.  Jianfeng Gao, Wei Yuan, Xiao Li, Kefeng Deng 

and  Jian-Yun Nie proposed a  paper[05] that presents two smoothing methods to expand 

clickthrough data: query clustering via Random Walk on click graphs and a discounting method 

inspired by the Good-Turing estimator.  Both methods are evaluated on real-world data in three 

Web search domains. Experimental results show that the ranking models trained on smoothed 

clickthrough features consistently outperform those trained on unsmoothed features. This study 

demonstrates both the importance and the benefits of dealing with the sparseness problem in 

clickthrough data. 

 

6. Mining Rich Session Context to Improve Web Search 

User browsing information, particularly their non-search related activity, reveals important 

contextual information on the preferences and the intent of web users. In the  paper [06], 

Guangyu Zhu, Gilad Mishne expand the use of browsing information for web search ranking and 

other applications, with an emphasis on analyzing individual user sessions for creating aggregate 

models. In this context, they introduce ClickRank, an efficient, scalable algorithm for estimating 

web page and web site importance from browsing information. They lay out the theoretical 

foundation of ClickRank based on an intentional surfer model and analyze its properties. They 

evaluate its effectiveness for the problem of web search ranking, showing that it contributes 

significantly to retrieval performance as a novel web search feature. They demonstrate that the 

results produced by ClickRank for web search ranking are highly competitive with those 

produced by other approaches, yet achieved at better scalability and substantially lower 

computational costs. Finally, they discuss novel applications of ClickRank in providing enriched 

user web search experience, highlighting the usefulness of their approach for non-ranking tasks. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this era-of-tera‟, the search engines need to overcome all the challenges posed in its direction. 

In this paper it has been observed that [1] proposed a good method to identify the relevant 

information by making use of past history and current browsing habits of the users. The 

algorithms presented were so that only the authoritative web pages can be sought for finding the 

required information. [2] used the concept of keyword popularity and web page popularity to 

improve the rank of the web page. [3] proposed the concept of personalizing the whole search 

procedure based on the individual user behavior or interest or past experience. The method of re-

ranking the web results can help in improved information by using user’s personal interests.  [4] 

focused on the search history to support the faster information retrieval from the web. The paper 

proposed the method to organize the user’s queries into group automatically for improving the 

quality of query suggestions and for the better ranking of resultant web pages. In [5], the 

clickThrough  data features are described to improve the performance of ranking models. The 

smoothening algorithms resulted in a vast improvement in the results collected and overall 

relevance factor of the whole process was improved to a large extent. In [6], user’s browsing 

history information was collected and further analyzed to determine or predict the intent of the 

web users. The ClickRank algorithm used was an efficient approach to estimate the relevance of 

the web page. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

To improve the information retrieval system for user, programmers have to learn a user's 

preferences accurately. In order to optimize retrieval accuracy, modeling the users appropriately 

based on their preferences and personalizing search according to each individual user are 

important. Implicit feedback information can be used to improve the user modeling process. The 

advantage of implicit modeling is effectively improving the user model without extra effort of 

user. Several implicit feedback features can be used to develop user modeling process. The 

system can be further enhanced and several other functionalities can be added by implementing 

online method. The framework described can be further updated by using the query log data, 

which provides valuable co-existence information of keywords.  
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